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Enfusion Live is holding their second event of the year this Saturday, March 9 in Barcelona,
Spain. The fight card features a number of great match-ups.

At 70kg, Artur Kyshenko will meet Abraham Roqueni in a very interesting match-up, that pits
two of the division's best against each other. They both fought on the K-1 MAX Final in
December, with Kyshenko losing in the finals to Murthel Groenhart and Roqueni winning the
reserve fight against Xu Yan. Roqueni has a tricky style and Kyshenko has had troubles with
fighters who can utilize good movement so it's a very intriguing match-up.

A fight that to me is even more interestng is at 85kg, where Sahak Parparyan fights hometown
fighter Cesar Cordoba. Cordoba is one of Spain's best kickboxers ever and in recent years
hasn't been that active, especially when it comes to fighting top competition. Sahak is obviously
one of the best 85kg fighters but I expect this to be a very competitive fight. Cordoba has the
chance here to establish himself as a major player in the division with a win.
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Enfusion will also crown a champion at 70kg, as David Calvo faces Mirko Vorkapic. The fight is
for the new Enfusion 70kg world title. Another 85kg match-up on the card features rising
Slovenian Tadej Toplak, who takes on the It's Showtime veteran Moises Ruibal.

At 63kg is another interesting fight between Spain's Nico Barbera and Portugal's Ruben
Almeida. Almeida was previously ranked on the LiverKick rankings while Barbera has been
rising through the ranks in Spain. Finally to round out the main card, the lightest fight on the
card is at 56kg and is a women's fight, between Maribel Sousa and Iman Barlow. Barlow
replaces Denise Kielholtz.

70kg: Artur Kyshenko vs. Abraham Roqueni

85kg: Sahak Parparyan vs. Cesar Cordoba

70kg: David Calvo vs. Mirko Vorkapic

85kg: Moises Ruibal vs. Tadej Toplak

63kg: Nico Barbera vs. Ruben Almeida

56kg: Iman Barlow vs. Maribel Sousa
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